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recent years, the possibility of using geothermal 
energy as a supplement to more conventional energy 

curces i~\as received widespread attention. Estimates of 
of geothermal energy vary widely. Some 
that geothermal energy might account 

fraction of the electrical energy generated 
of this century, but a much more common view 

energy is a curiosity, and in the fore
will fill only a negligible fraction of our 

as it does at the present time. 
steam is used to generate less than one
of the electrical energy nOw being used 

States. Whether this wi!! remain the case, 
energy will become an 

of fuel depends on the solution or non
wide range of problems in 

environmental impact. 
being faced in the current efforts 

sources of geothermal energy is our 
of their geologic settings. Geo

are thought to be intimately asso
modern volcanism or intense tectonic activ

led to the supposition that heat has been 
geothermal system by an underlying 

of a magma chamber is very poorly 
inasrnuch as no drill hole has penetrated 

methods of such as geo-
tended to indicate that reservoirs filled with 

:cfe rare, if they occur at ali. A major effort 
to investigate the nature of magma 

the geologic controls on occurrence of 
can be understood. 

magma chambers do exist at shallow 
from three to C kilometers deep, 

can be transferred to shallower 
understood. I f heat is transferred 
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from the molten rock by conduction through a frozen 
shell, the rate of heat flow is very slow because of th;: 
low thermal conductivity of solid rocks. It is possibl'K; 
that mass transfer of heat takes place from the magm,if 
chamber by e"lolution of voiatile materials, or by adsorp 
tion and reiease of water from the rock into which 
magma chamber has been intruded. 

This latter mechanism has been suggested by sever+~l 
geologists as the explanation for sealed stearn reservoir:;. 
In this model, water from the host rock around an 
trusive is converted to steam, and in so doing, deposits 
its mineral content to make an impermeable caprock 
around an intrusive. Inside the cap rock, all the water 
converted to stearn above its equilibrium temperature 
with water, and held in place by the caprock. If such 
"dry stearn" fields exist, they would provide an attrac
tive target for development because of their high tem
perature, and the efficiency of conversion to electrical 
energy would be relatively high. However, no drilling 
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has yet penetrated into such a supercriticai temperature 
regime. 

Beyond such an impermeable caprock, heat transfer 
to the surface may be by conduction, if rocks are imper
meable, or by convection, if the rocks are permeable. 
When convection takes place, temperature remains high 
as water rises through the rock, and water containing 
considerable amounts of energy can be extracted at 
relatively shallow depths. The most favorable circum
stances occur when permeable zones penetrate into high 
temperatHre areas, and carry this high temperature to 
~hal\ow depths. 

I n some systems, the convecting system may rise to 
the pomt where the overburden pressure i~ not great 
enough to ;,r~vent boiling. At this stage, boiling will 
occur and the lemperature will droo. Often, the tem
pcratur~ v' rlepth curve will follow the hoiling point 
C:lfve In Nrer cases, the near-surface f('cks may be
come fdkd ,··it': .. tf"am at pressures heJow equilibrium 
pres'iU ,,~ ,'.'r ,:nnver.,i.-)f1 finn ~team tn water. It would 
ap"'<;"r ':1 ::'1 +" - 0()~t geothermal sy<otems now being used 
tnr t)l)we r ;)ron,lctif)t"" 0nly the uppe~ part ('f these con
vectiC'F '.\;tem~ h3s b(Cen tapped by drilling 

Kii<lih~a Volcaflo. on the Island of Hawaii, is the 
world', m%t Intensively studied and be~t understood 
volcano I MacDonald and Abhott, 1970: Stearns, 1966: 
Stearn~ and Macdonald, 1947). It is one of the world's 
most active volcanoes, but the eruptions are usually non
explOSive and scientific studies can be carried out safely 
at c1oo;c range during all stages of activity (see, for 
example, d report on the 1967-196g eruption 01 Kilauea 
[Fiske and Kinoshita, \969]). 

I r. addition to being intensively studied, Kilauea 
Volcano also possesses the advantage of being a geologi
cally simple environment. inasmuch as it i~ composed or 
volcanK rocks of uniform composition and physical 
character for these reasons, Kilauea Volcano is a unique 
field laboratory for carrying out mvestigations that 
would not be feasible elsewhere. 

A phenomenon for which Kilauea Volcano may pro
vide a very Informative experimental prototype is that 
of ground water movement in the vicinity of a magma 
chamber WIth the growth of national concern over an 
energy ,hurtage, interest in geothermal power has greatly 
expanded Kilauea Volcano can provide a means for 
testing ~ome of the physical concepts that have developed 
about the characteristics of geothermal systems. 

t.ven though Hawaii's volcanoes have been inten
Sively ,tudled. only drill holes can suprly the necessary 
data ahout subsurface temrerature, hydrology, and 
geology for evaluation of the potential for geothermal 
power production. The site selected for the research 
drill hole lies in the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park, 
and so the energy cannot be exploited. The National 
Park Service permitted this drilling project because the 
hole wa~ for research purposes only. 

SI:LHT!ON OF THE SITE 
Th~' t S. Geological Survey has operated the Ha

wallan "olcano Observatory (HYO), located on the rim 
of Kilauea (aldera, for many years and h3s collected a 
Wide vanety of data on the behavior of the volcano (see 
location map, Fig. l.). The most diagnostic information 
about the existence of a shallow magma reservoir. such 
as would be needed to supply heat to a geothermal sys
tem. aprears to come from ground deformation studies 
that have been carried out in recent years (Kinoshita and 
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Figure I Index map showin1! location o/drill hole in relatlun 
(() mawr /earuTI'< ,)/Kilauea Volcano. 

others, 1974) Measurements of ground tilt. ele,atlon 
changes, and horizontal ground displacemenh rereated 
regularly by HVO show that inflation and detlatlOn (ll 

Kilauea's summit area are generally centered In and 
near the southern part of the caldera. The eentns ()t 
deformation arc interrreted to lie above a complc\ 
magma reservoir system. 

When magma rises from great depth to fill thl~ re~t:r 
voir system, the increased pressure inflates the Sllmmlt 
area. Similarly. when magma drains rapidh Irom the 
reservoir complex, dUring most summit and !lank 
eruptions. Internal pressure declines. and the vulcano 
detlates. Anahsis of deformation during these Intlcitlons 
and denation~ llsing elastic models indicates thdt the 
magma reservoir system is probably about tv,n til four 
kilometers below the surface (Eaton and other~. I (n!). 

An electromagnetic sounding survey b\ Jackson 
and Keller (1\)72) had defined a strong reshtivItv 
anomaly directh above the center of inflation a~,oclated 
with deformatIOn during recent volcanic aCt!\ It\ Thh 
anomaly conslsb of a region of low resisti\ It \ "llh a 
top surface lymg approximately one kilometer belov, the 
ground surface. Jackson and Keller consi,dered the ros
sibility that the Lone of low resistivity might be molten 
magma, but in view of the fact that deformatIOn sl udles 
suggested that the top of the magma reservoir IS 'Ignd 
icantly deeper than one kilometer, they concluded that 
the LOne of low resistivity can best be interrreted as rep
resenting a mass of rock saturated with h,)t v,ater 
Healed water above a magma reservoir would like" 
form a convection cell. 

Seismic activity in the area provides additIOnal sup
port for this interpretation. Kilauea Volcano e\hiblh 
high seismicity. and most of the seismic activity I, asso
ciated with specific fault Lones on the volcano and With 
movement of magma at depth. Certain groups of t:arth
quakes have been observed at very shallow dept hs, hov, 
ever, and some of these have been concentrated lD a lone 
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volcanic behavior. Finally. the hole also can provide 
access for future subsurface studies at Kilauea's summit. 

DRILLING 
The first deep bore hole at the summit of an active 

volcano was drilled between April 6 and July 9. 1973. 
at Kilauea Volcano. Hawaii, with support from the Na
tional Science Foundation. The hole, located I, I km 
south of Halemaumau Crater ( 9°23.7' N. 15,,>°173' 
W; Fig. I). was drilled to a depth of 1.262 m 137 
measured from the derrick floor located at an altitude 
of L 102 m 16 above mean sea level. 

A contract for drilling the Kilauea Research Drill 
Hole was awarded to Water Resources International. 
a drilling company located at Honolulu. Hawaii. with 
experience in drilling water wells in the state of Hawaii, 
After giving consideration to d with air or with a 
stabilized foam. the decision was made to drill using con
ventional water-base drilling mud because of the com
pany's extensive experience ~with this drilling procedure 
under Hawaiian conditions, 

The entire drilling 
that is. it proved to be 

was carried out "blind": 
to pump mud 

amount 
.200.000 

lA/as combIned \\ 
itc 
mud 

return circulation mud 

. Rucker Hycalog was 
basis of the succcssful use of the same barrel on the 
Sea DriliIng 
(overing up to 

, Thi, barrel ha~ a for re-
meters of 9-cm i 3 :, inch) core per run. 

maintain mud circulation 
fractured nature 

resulted 1I1 about 
addition. the endurance 

vcry limted. with the 
seven meters of core 

,,"vcre cuL Cores were cut on 29 occa
of core recovered 

3,7 percent of the total hole 
sidewall 

the hole, The 
. 13 out of 60 

recovery of any in-situ material. 
Penetratior: in the non-cored intervals was obtained 

standard rock bits w carbide insets on the cutting 
("button" These bits provided a much more 

rate than did the diamond bits. with 
from as low as one meter per hour in 

as 60 meters per hour in the 
penetration rate was re
drilling. and subsequent 

rates with the porosity of re
a good correlation between these 

two l::llt hIe averaged 150 meters, except for 
the 150 meters of the hole, where apparently the in-
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creasing temperatures led to the marked shortening of 
bit life. 

Drilling operations started on April 7. with opera
tions being carried on only for 18 hours per day during 
the following month. A down-interval of six hours per 
day was provided so that bottom hole temperature meas
urements could be made. Later, the daily down-interval 
was eliminated in favor of more efficient scheduling 
of drilling operations, and bottom-hole temperature 
measurements were made only as opportunities arose 
during drilling. The nominal diameter of the drill hole 
was 20.0 cm, but by the time a depth of 315 meters had 
been reached, some problems with caving were met. 

The hole was then reamed to a diameter of 53 cm, 
and a casing with a diameter of 35.6 cm was installed. 
This casing was squeeze cemented from the bottom, and 
later grouted from the top when it was found that most 
of the cement injected during squeezing had spread into 
the rock at the base of the casing, rather than rising along 
the outside of the casing. F rom the casing seat at 315 
meters to the total depth of the hole, the walls of the 
borehole appeared to be quite stable, and no second 
string of casing was needed. 

Drilling continued until J 9, with mmor interrup-
tions caused by shortages of supplies, such as mud, 
water, and drilling pipe. By 9, a total depth of 262 
m had been reached. Because life had shortened to 
only 30 meters penetration for the last bit used, it was 
felt that bottom hole temperature might be 
This was found to be the case and it wa, decided to ter
minate drilling at 1262 m so that the drill hole could be 
evaluated before rock with higher temperature was en
countered. 

Primary data in the presence ot a 
thermal system are temDerature measurements made 
during drilling and 
Bottom-hole temperature measurements were made 
most daily during the course of the dril:ing. between 
April 8 and J 9, at any time that circulation was· 
terrupted for a few hours so that botto tem
perature might have a chance to stablliz<:: The~e lem
perature~ were recorded maX!lllun:- ill)! ther
mometers, with six thermor:1eters used ,'a-:h time. 
Usually the thermometer:; were attached to a short 
length of drill lowered to the bottum uf the hole on 
the sand line, and to stabilize for 30 minutes 
to an hour. Coincidence of readings on a maiorit yoI' the 
thermometers was accepted as evidence 
mometers had not shaken down 
to the surface. 

Beginning on until ~ 

2~, continuous temperature run at intervals 
llsmg a wire-line system 
mlstor probe. M values recorded 
mistor probe and the 
'lmultaneously 
3 summarizes 
made during 

As is often 
hydrothermal systems. the temp<::rature 
In the Kilauea Research Drill Hole is 
prominent features of the temperature 

trlermometers 
..;- 2°C. 
meJ.surement s 

1) An essentially isothermal interval between the 

2) A rapid rise in temperature between deDths of 
488 and 732 m: 
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3) A decrease in temperature between 732 and 976 
m: 

4) An increasmgly steep rise in temperactlfe between 
976 m and the bottom of the hole (1262 m). 

be expected that the amounts of water 
the rock around the borehole during drill

ing (L200,000 at a temperature of 16 to 20°C) 
would lead to ng term disturbance of the natural tem-
perature profile. particularly if some intervals accepted 
significantly more of the ding tluid than other inter
vals. 

Twelve temperature logs were run during the in
August 23, using the ther

mistor probe. For clarity, only four of these logs are 
shown in Figure 3. These temperature profiles show the 
in-hole temperature changes as the thermal disturbance 
due to drilling dissipated. In vie"" of the amount of ther
mal disturbance which one might expect from the 
amount of drilling mud lost, it is surprising that all in
tervals of the borehole appear to have approached close 
to equilibrium temperatures by the time the last of the 

logs had been run. 
Temperature measurements made along a single 

drill hole do not provide a uniq ue determination of the 
heat flow in the vicinity of the hole, because the horizon
tal component of heat flow is not determined. However, 
these temperature data do place limits on the amounts of 
possible heat flow. For example, the possibility that the 
temperature profiles shown in Figure 3 are the result of 
steady-state !low without convection is quite small. In 
order to have reversals in gradient and rapid changes in 
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gradient, one almost certainly has to consider convec
tive transfer of heat or transient conductive transfer. In 
such a case, a minimum estimate of the steady state heat 
flow can be obtained if one knows the thermal conduc
tivity of the rock over intervals of maximum thermal 
gradient. 

For example, the thermal gradient at the bottom of 
the hole is OAloC/m. Measurements of thermal 
ductivity have not yet been made on core 
assuming a reasonable vaiue for the thermal 
of porous basalt, this would correspond to a conduc-
tive heat flow of about 25 microcalories square 
centimeter per second. Similar rates heat flow 
could be computed for the top bottom of the zone 
between 488 and 707 m . The true heat flow may 
actually be higher if the transfer is in part convective. or 
it the flow is not entirely vertical. 

DiSCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
Even though a great deal remains to be done in de

tailed descriptions of the recovered core material and 
of the various borehole surveys, 

a number of results are On the one 
hand. It is gratifying that the obtained 
from the appears to substantiate the models 
denved beforehand from the various 
carried out around the summit K 
the other hand. it is clear 

an devation 
one or two meter~ for 
shore Elevation 
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be a combination of thermal forces supplied from a 
magma chamber beneath the summit of Kilauea and 
zones of reduced permeability caused by hydrothermal 
activity. 

There is a marked reduction in permeability at a 
depth of 488 m, where the water table appears to be 
present. This in itself is a favorable circumstance for the 
existence of geothermal reservoirs in the Hawaii geolog
ical environment. If all the lavas were as permeable as 
the surficial lavas, heated groundwater would move 

through the rock, removing the heat from a 
magma reservoir too quickly for the temperatures re
quired for a commercially viable system to build up. 
The presence of alteration in the lavas below the water 
table may represent the action of self-sealing which is 
believed to take place in geothermal reservoirs; that is, 
migrating thermal waters cause alteration which in 
turn reduces the permeability of the rock, trapping the 
thermal waters in a reservoir in which the temperature 
builds up to economic levels. 

Considering the rate at which temperature is increas
with depth at the bottom of the hole, it is tempting 

to speculate what might happen if the hole were deepened 
another few hundred meters, or even a kilometer it ap
pears that temperatures suitable for production of high
energy steam would be present. It is even more tempting 
to speculate on the feasibility of deepening the hole to 
intersect the magma reservoir supplying the surface ac

Kilauea Volcano, though it is not clear that the 
yet exist which would permit 

under such high temperature conditions. 
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